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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Trump wins — again! But I'm still not tired of it! Remember when 4 
he said we would get tired of winning? Are you tired yet? 5 
Iran backs down! 6 
Soleimani — terrorist, monster — his killing opposed by the left 7 
and mourned by White Supremacists. Matthews compares the 8 
death of Soleimani in Iran to deaths of Elvis and Dianna in 9 
America. Fails to see the irony of what he is saying! 10 
The Democrat Party — from "Profiles In Courage" to "Profiles In 11 
Corruption" — book to be released Jan. 21st. Documents the abuse 12 
of power by Progressive elites in America. 13 
Why is Nancy holding the articles of impeachment? 14 
Some interesting developments in the polls I want to examine with 15 
you today.  16 
Hey, what's with Buddhism being taught in some public schools?  17 
And what about the University professor who was fired for making 18 
a wise crack inviting Iran to bomb cultural sites in America —  19 
The War Powers resolution supported by a key Trump supporter? 20 
What's that about? 21 
Of course, we need to keep our eyes on voter fraud — ballot 22 
harvesting begins soon! 23 
I think Andy Caldwell will make a great Congressman — let's rally 24 
and send Andy to Washington.  25 
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Let's see, yeah, look at all this …  26 
My friends, it's time for your Brain Massage! 27 
[TRUTH] 28 
Trump wins — again! But I'm still not tired of it! Remember when 29 
he said we would get tired of winning? Are you tired yet? 30 
Iran backs down! 31 
A member of our church, an Air Force LT. approached me after 32 
Soliemani was taken out and Iran launched their multi-missile 33 
attack on two or our bases in Iraq and he seemed concerned that 34 
we might be entering into war with Iran. It was one of those days, I 35 
had not heard of the attacks, but I said, more than likely Iran will 36 
do a sort of face saving show of force but they'll make sure not to 37 
do anything serious enough to provoke America to launch all out 38 
war on Iran. It's SOP for the culture of that region.  39 
However, war with Iran is almost as inevitable as death and taxes 40 
— at least so long as it's under the control of those crazy Mullahs 41 
who believe they are destined to detonate the conflict that will 42 
bring in the 12th Imam — an Anti-Messiah, or antiChrist figure 43 
that is part of Islamic eschatology (doctrine of last things). 44 
But at some point the western powers are going to coalesce and 45 
decide we've all had enough of this Islamist Jihad nonsense. 46 
These western powers are going to mass their military resources 47 
and move through the Middle East like giant Harvesters and 48 
Masticators (those huge tree clearing and forest mulching 49 
machines)—but these countries are not done doing their Dhikr 50 
(Vehkar), or their (dribble—death to America) which I suppose is 51 
a kind of Muslim Haka — Indian and New Zealand war dance. It's 52 
the modern day version of the old field battles where the two 53 
armies position themselves opposite one another and each side 54 
chides and teases, and attempts to work up its own courage to 55 
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attack while trying to weaken the other side by intimidating them 56 
— only, in this case the Jihadis really don't want all out war with 57 
America — they the difference between fantasy and reality —  58 
Here is a chart showing the relative military might of America and 59 
Iran: 60 

 61 
So, Iran would rather attack America through proxies, where they 62 
can attack from behind the skirts of women and children and then 63 
hide behind "plausible deniability" and other ruses intended to 64 
trick their prey into their traps. They want to tear at the fringes, 65 
attack the weak spots where they can exploit them, but never go 66 
too far, you know. 67 
Anyway, I know many were concerned about Iran's retaliation. But 68 
it played out pretty much the way I anticipated. They struck at two 69 
air bases with their missiles allowing US to have advance warning 70 
of the attack — no American lives were lost. They have figured out 71 
that is Trump's red line. And they have also figured out that 72 
Trump's red lines are not like Obama's red lines — Obama's lines 73 
were a light pink, but Trump's lines are thick and red! 74 
So, what is Trump going to do about Iran's misfired attack on our 75 
US bases in Iraq? He will up the sanctions — perfect. Balanced, 76 
measured response. No American lives lost — but, Iran must be 77 
punished for their bad behavior, so Trump increases sanctions. 78 
The message is clear. Don't kill Americans! 79 
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Who was this guy—Soleimani? In recent years (since Obama 80 
blocked Israel from taking him out in 2015) Soleimani has become 81 
a celebrity among West-hating-Muslim Iranians (not so much 82 
among the Persians in Iran). Iran has depended on Qasem 83 
Soleimani to expand their influence across the Middle East through 84 
developing the Islamic Republic’s network of proxies killing 85 
Americans in Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Yemen and Afghanistan. 86 
What Trump's strike on Iran's top General means is that America 87 
is serious about addressing terrorists and terrorist nations, like 88 
Iran. And what Iran's response means is — they got the message! 89 
It's not unlike when Reagan bombed the home of Khadafi. The 90 
Ayatollah in Iran had to rattle his sabre in the air and stir up the 91 
crazies to (dribble — Death to America) and because this was a 92 
huge blow against their pride and their arrogant presumption they 93 
can go about terrorizing at will with impunity, he had to do more, 94 
so the ordered a surgical attack that would maximize show but 95 
minimize blow back — all with sense have got to appreciate how 96 
brilliantly our President is handling the thread the needle 97 
diplomacy — 98 
We know Iran was threatening to attack American interests in Iraq 99 
— the recent move on the embassy was a prelude, a sort of dress 100 
rehearsal, to plans to launch similar, simultaneous uprisings 101 
against several embassies and other places of American presence in 102 
the region — and to do it through proxies, to make it appear the 103 
"people" generally want America out of the Middle East to leave 104 
them alone to pursue their agenda to drive Israel off into the Med 105 
— they tested American resolve in that uprising and found it was 106 
solid, so they were meeting to discuss ruses (a hunting term, used 107 
for setting up deceitful traps to lure and capture prey) —  108 
Anyway, Iran launches this showy response, pictures of multiple 109 
missiles launched, that amounted to nothing — a little bit of 110 
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property damage and NO AMERICAN LIVES LOST. In fact, there 111 
were no casualties at all. 112 
But, in a culture where noise, and show take the place of real 113 
results—this was enough for the Khameni to maintain his posture 114 
before the Muslims he leads — but make no mistake — it was a 115 
show. There is no way Iran wants to invite America to come in 116 
with the Harvesters and the Masticulaters — not yet! 117 
Here is something closer to Iran's style — and, really, we should 118 
differentiate between the Iranian people, the Persians, from the 119 
crazy Ayatollah devotees.  120 
But Iran has proxies in our Government, and they are busy! 121 
You do know that Obama was a great defender of Iran? The truth 122 
is, and I remember this, but no one I know seems to remember 123 
this; but I remember back when Demoncrat Obama was running 124 
for an Illinois Senate seat against a great Republican, Alan Keyes—125 
when Soros poured millions into Obama's campaign, allowing 126 
Obama to spend 14.2 million against Keyes' paltry 2.5 million — 127 
anyway, I remember Obama making a statement to the effect that 128 
he did not understand why Iran should not have the right to have 129 
nuclear weapons if Israel could have them? Anybody else 130 
remember that statement? It stirred up enough controversy that he 131 
walked it back, and qualified himself to mean for energy purposes 132 
only, but the fact is Obama always thought if Israel, whom he 133 
despised, by the way, could have nuclear weapons his Muslim 134 
brothers should have them too. Remember, it was Obama who air 135 
lifted 1.5 billion dollars in cash to Iran, cash used to buy the 136 
missiles Iran launched at our bases in Iraq, by the way — it was 137 
Obama who tangled the US into a treaty with Iran that virtually 138 
paved the way forward for Iran to get nuclear weapons—Obama 139 
loved the Muslim Brotherhood, and you could always here the kiss 140 
in his voice when he spoke of MMMMSmacklims — and the 141 
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Demoncrat Party has always positioned itself on the side of 142 
terrorists. 143 
So, here we have Soleimani — a terrorist monster — targeted by 144 
the US as a terrorist target, and Obama intervened to stop Israel 145 
from taking him out in 2015, but Trump gets word that this target 146 
is accessible and takes the initiative and approves the mission to 147 
take him out and the Left are up in arms. They have a lot in 148 
agreement with White Supremacists, anyway, but on this point, it's 149 
open. White Supremacists mourn the killing of the Jewmerica 150 
hating White Supremacists. And Chris Matthews compares the 151 
death of Soleimani in Iran to the deaths of Elvis and Dianna in 152 
America. Yeah, ole tingle legs Matthews — remember him? His 153 
legs went all tingly with Obama spoke — he understands why the 154 
Iranians would mourn the passing of their great Jew and American 155 
murdering hero because, well, according to Matthews, it's like how 156 
Americans reacted to the passing of Elvis Presley and Princess 157 
Dianna. Really? Leftys do this all the time. They make some of the 158 
most outrageous comparisons — Soleimani and Elvis — Soleimani 159 
and Dianna. Soleimani, a terrorist, a murderer, and avowed enemy 160 
of America, a hater of freedom and liberty for all, a torturing, 161 
murdering, monster of evil — compared to Elvis pelvis (that's what 162 
my Dad called him) and poparazzi fixated Princess Dianna — 163 
you've got to be kidding me. That's the left for you. They 164 
"understand" and "relate" to people who make heros out of Anti-165 
Semite and Anti-Christian murderers because, you know, it's like 166 
the way American's loved Elvis and Dianna. If that is not a contrast 167 
in cultural values I don't know what is. And neither of them 168 
compliments their respective culture, by the way, but I don't think 169 
America's reaction to the passing of Elvis or Dianna can be 170 
compared with the killing of Soleimani without presenting a 171 
glaring contrast between the values of the cultures they 172 
represented. Crying over the death of an entertainer is one thing, 173 
and might speak of some shallowness but crying over the death of a 174 
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murderer is just perverse … almost as perverse as the Democrats's 175 
reaction to the killing of this terrorist. As we have come to expect, 176 
virtually every action of the Left with regard to dealing with 177 
terrorists aids and abets the enemy. Pelosi and company want to 178 
take power away from the President to deal with terrorist threats — 179 
and at least one Trump supporting Republican agrees with the 180 
Demoncrats on this one. Yeah, Matt Gaetz explains why he voted 181 
with the Demoncrats for the War Powers Resolution — which 182 
requires Trump to get permission from the Congress before he 183 
responds any further to Iran's threats — a violation of the 184 
Constitutional powers of the President, by the way, and he says 185 
some lame nonesense like, "if our servicemembers have the courage 186 
to fight and die in these wars, Congress ought to have the courage 187 
to vote for or against them." Well, yeah, if we are talking about 188 
declaring War — but in a case where a government has declared 189 
war on us, and has attacked us, and is in the process of attacking 190 
us, the President is charged by the Constitution to protect 191 
American lives and this does not require an act of Congress, 192 
especially a Congress with Jihad headed MMMmmsmackuslim 193 
protecting sympathizers like the squad in Congress, a House that 194 
leaks like a sieve — besides, Pelosi would likely be so stuck on 195 
herself and her power trips, she would refuse the call. When Pence 196 
called about the Iranian ballistic missile attack on our bases, she 197 
did not have time to take the call, she sent word that she would call 198 
him back. A few minutes later, Pence had a note sent to her 199 
informing her of the attack — that was a bit after 1:30 or so, she got 200 
back to him after 6 pm. Her concerns about being informed about 201 
these things is pretentious — she is not serious about anything 202 
except her petty power play to hold power in her party and try to 203 
usurp power over the Senate and the President.  204 
Okay, my friends — hold on through the break. I'll be right back! 205 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 206 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 207 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 208 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 209 
liberty. 210 
Hmmm! This just in — the Russians just "aggressively approached" 211 
one of our destroyers — the USS Farragut. Our destroyer was 212 
conducting routine operations in the North Arabian Sea — the 213 
Russian ship was on a collision course with our Destroyer, the 214 
Farragut, the Farragut signaled five short blasts which is the 215 
maritime signal for danger of a collision. Also, the Farragut 216 
requested the Russian ship alter course, which is according to 217 
maritime law — the international rules of the sea — and the 218 
Russian ship initially refused to alter course. It did yield, finally, 219 
but the Fifth Fleet statement complained that "While the Russian 220 
ship took action, the initial delay in complying with international 221 
rules while it was making an aggressive approach increased the risk 222 
of collision." 223 
Why the Russian ship delayed making the usual maneuver is not 224 
clear. Many things could account for it. But with the recent sparing 225 
between the U.S. and Iran, and the historically, and prophetic, 226 
connections between Iran and Russia — this might well have been 227 
a reminder to America that Russia stands behind and along side of 228 
Iran — both historically, and prophetically. Moscow and Tehran 229 
are united. 230 
But, what this means is Iran and Russia were both set on notice 231 
with Trump's actions against Soleimani.  232 
Here are only some of the known reactions to Soleimani's take 233 
down in Iran, beyond what you read about in the news: (From the 234 
DebkaFile) 235 
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"Iran’s threats of revenge for Qassem Soleimani’s death were 236 
coupled on Sunday, Jan. 5, with practical preparations for action. 237 
DEBKAfile’s exclusive sources report that most of the Iraqi Shiite 238 
militia leaders and their senior staff were transferred to Iran after 239 
which Iran’s Revolutionary Guards Corp IRGC) took four more 240 
steps. 241 
1.    The pro-Iran Iraqi Shiite militias shuttered their command 242 
posts and bases in the main cities and the fighters melted into the 243 
local populations with their weapons. (Hiding behind skirts and 244 
knickers.) 245 
2.    A second group of militia chiefs were redeployed in Syria in 246 
areas under Assad government control. 247 
3.    Their command centers and bases in Syria were dispersed and 248 
hooked up with their chiefs. 249 
4.    The Lebanese Hizballah began closing the Beqaa Valley bases 250 
of its terrorist arm, which supplies Iran with terrorist and sabotage 251 
networks in all the Gulf emirates as well as North East and West 252 
Africa. 253 
In other words, they are "all shook up." Haha. Maybe there is more 254 
to the comparison of Soleimani's death and that of Elvis after all. 255 
Haha. Okay, lot's to pray about here. 256 
You know, Trump must go down in history as the most 257 
extraordinary President ever — I don't think even George 258 
Washington, who, by the way, led our army at a time when the 259 
nation was almost evenly divided for and against the Revolutionary 260 
War, when he had to fight with Congress to get proper provision 261 
for his army, when his tactics, which later proved to have been 262 
brilliant, were being second guessed by ignoramuses, and 263 
sometimes, even his friends — but Washington at least enjoyed the 264 
general esteem of his countrymen. Trump is handling all of this 265 
remarkably well! 266 
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His rally in Toledo was amazing — truly, he has been strengthened 267 
by all that has come upon him — the Demoncrats are going 268 
bonkers — now God has positioned the God hating, America as 269 
founded despising Demoncrats in such a way they are being totally 270 
EXPOSED. You know, that's what the Bible says the SPIRIT is here 271 
to do — to REPROVE — that means EXPOSE THE FAULT TO 272 
THE CONSCIENCE of the entire world — since we began praying 273 
earnestly back in about 2008-2009, so much has happened that has 274 
thrown light on the dark deeds of the spirit of antichrist in both 275 
parties, but especially in the Demoncrat Party, where those devils 276 
have holed up in droves — the LIGHT is scattering them like 277 
cockroaches under fluorescents.   278 
The descent of the Democrat Party can be traced by the titles of 279 
two books: "Profiles In Courage" and "Profiles In Corruption." — 280 
Remember Profiles In Courage? It was a biography of John F. 281 
Kennedy that endeared him to American hearts back in the mid-282 
fifties in the lead up to his bid for President. Fast forward now to 283 
2020 and another title: "Profiles in Corruption: Abuse of Power by 284 
America’s Progressive Elite." The author is Government 285 
Accountability Institute president and Breitbart News senior 286 
contributor Peter Schweizer. This is the author of Clinton Cash — 287 
his newest book is already at no. 3 on the bestseller list and it will 288 
not be released until Jan. 21st.  289 
In this book, Schweizer documents the politics of corruption in the 290 
Demoncrat Party — you've got to get that book, get educated about 291 
this and begin sharing the information with your liberal, or fence 292 
sitting friends. 293 
Why is Nancy holding the articles of impeachment? I wonder if she 294 
is simply hanging on to control of the agenda. We know she did 295 
not want to do the impeachment thing anyway. Her Party has 296 
dragged her, or I should say, the Squad has dragged her into all 297 
this. Now, maybe she thinks a Senate trial nearer the election 298 
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would benefit Dems better? But her own Party is beginning to call 299 
for her to send the articles to the Senate.  300 
You can be sure it's all about November 2020 — the BATTLE FOR 301 
AMERICA is ON — if Demoncrats keep control of the House, and 302 
gain control of the Senate, and especially if they gain control of the 303 
White House — this nation will move OUT FROM UNDER GOD 304 
and I will guarantee you, judgment will soon follow. 305 
We must pull back against this crowd that has been trying to pull 306 
America out from Under God for decades — speak up! Get your 307 
children under teaching that will help them learn the truth about 308 
our FOUNDING. Learn about spiritual warfare and engage the 309 
principalities, powers, the rulers of the darkness of this world, the 310 
spiritual wickedness in high places. Learn the relationship between 311 
the spiritual and the physical — understand how to use your 312 
influence as a KING and PRIEST unto GOD beat back the DEVILS 313 
that hold strongholds in education, politics, and science — learn 314 
how to break the power of darkness over the minds of God's people 315 
and to unleash the convicting influence of the SPIRIT of GOD 316 
Reproving the WORLD of sin, righteousness and judgment. Learn 317 
the power of surrender to GOD and the incredible POWER that 318 
gives you over the power of darkness, against Satan himself, who 319 
will be forced to yield, to stand down, to let go of his influence over 320 
vast swaths of territory in our country. 321 
Get God's War — get it today! What happens in the spiritual has 322 
major repercussions in the physical. If we are going to take 323 
America back under GOD, we need to understand how to 324 
effectively "wrestle against principalities, powers … " — 325 
SEGMENT 02b: I've told you about how our church began 326 
exercising ourselves in prayer and fasting, and engaging in spiritual 327 
warfare back under Obama and how soon after we began seeing 328 
signs that God was beginning to "turn" this nation back from hells 329 
power. 330 
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Abortion is now fully exposed as nothing but the brutal murdering 331 
of babies for money. The LGBTQ agenda is now open — that 332 
movement is literally calling for the criminalization of Christianity.  333 
So now that America is confronted with the truth about abortion 334 
and the LGBTQ agenda, she can see more clearly what is at stake 335 
when they vote. 336 
The Democrat Party has come out into the open with their 337 
antichrist bias — leaders mocking Christianity, Schumer recently 338 
calling belief in the Bible belief in fairy tales, and Ocasio 339 
demeaning Christians as believing superstitions. This is laughable, 340 
since Schumer believes in the fairy tale of evolution, of climate 341 
change, and AOC believes in the fairy tale of Socialism.  342 
And that's another thing. There is no longer any pretention on the 343 
part of the left — they are socialists. Someone said the difference 344 
between Socialism and Communism is Communism takes away 345 
your liberty by pointing a gun at your head, and Socialism does it 346 
through the vote. One is an act of murder and the other an act of 347 
suicide. But what I find interesting is that we prayed specifically 348 
God would allow Americans to know the truth about these things 349 
— we saw it clearly, but it seemed Americans generally were under 350 
some kind of spell — and they simply could not see the truth about 351 
what had developed in the Democrat Party — but now it's all in the 352 
open.  353 
It is clear — one side wants an America that is "out from under 354 
God," and the other side wants to keep America "one nation under 355 
God." 356 
Well, we are far from any victory dance, but we are seeing 357 
encouraging signs of movement.  358 
Some interesting developments in the polls I want to examine with 359 
you today.  360 
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From a recent Gallup Poll — only 24% of Americans will identify 361 
as liberal today. The rest are in what is called the CENTER-RIGHT 362 
camp.  363 
Conservatives are at 37%, moderates, 34%. 364 
And the trend is in the direction of conservatism. The gap between 365 
conservatives and liberals is widening. 366 
More Republicans are calling themselves conservatives today, while 367 
fewer Democrats are willing to identify as liberal. 368 
As far as Party membership, the Democrats continue to be the 369 
larger party. In 1994, the Democrat Party held about 25% of the 370 
population, but that more than doubled to 51% in 2018. This is one 371 
of the reasons the Democrats were so certain they would win in 372 
2016. 373 
Democrat Party membership has slipped to under 50% in 2019. 374 
Both Democrats and Republicans are viewing the Independents as 375 
a middle ground, so Independents are growing. 376 
So, this is very interesting — because it's telling us that Democrats 377 
are pulling back from the liberal ideology of their Party leaders. 378 
More and more Democrats are concluding that the Party has left 379 
them —  380 
I was asked if I though Andy could win in California. I think the 381 
party of Pelosi, Schiff, and Gavin has been measured and FOUND 382 
WANTING. This is a very favorable time for someone like 383 
Caldwell to get in. 384 
I think Andy Caldwell will make a great Congressman — let's rally 385 
and send Andy to Washington.  386 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 387 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 388 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 389 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 390 
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LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 391 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 392 
lights off? 393 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 394 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 395 
email. 396 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 397 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 398 


